Maxizyme technology.
Ribozymes are small and versatile nucleic acids that can cleave RNAs at specific sites. These molecules have great potential to be used as effective gene-therapeutic agents. However, because of the limitation for cleavable sequences within the target mRNA, in some cases conventional ribozymes have failed to exhibit precise cleavage specificity. A maxizyme is the dimer of minimized ribozymes (minizymes), which can specifically cleave two distinct target sites. The maxizyme also has an allosteric function in that it can form an active conformation and cleave the two target sites only when it recognizes two distinct target sites. We demonstrated previously that an allosterically controllable maxizyme was a powerful tool in the disruption of an abnormal chimeric RNA (bcr-abl) in cells and in mice. Furthermore, more than five custom-designed maxizymes have clearly demonstrated these allosteric functions in vitro and in vivo. Thus, maxizyme technology is not limited to one specific case, but may have broad general applicability in molecular biology and in molecular gene therapy.